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This article presents an effective method for improving the structure and
performance of coal rock masses, thereby facilitating coalbed methane
extraction—the grouting solidification technique. A systematic review is
conducted on grouting solidification materials, process methods, evaluation
techniques, and other related aspects. In conclusion, it is emphasized that the
grouting solidification technique requires further refinement in its system, and its
continued significance in the dynamically evolving energy and coal industry is
underscored. This is crucial for ensuring the efficient development and sustainable
utilization of coal and coalbed methane resources.
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1 Introduction

Currently, coal resources are an indispensable and crucial component of China’s energy
structure (Teng et al., 2016). With the continuous exploitation of coal mining resources and
the advancement of coalbed methane industrialization in China, the exploration and
development of coal resources and coalbed methane are gradually advancing into
deeper, structurally complex fractured soft coal seams. However, the unique mechanical
properties of fractured soft coal seams, such as their friability, high Poisson’s ratio, low
Young’s modulus, and strong plasticity, pose significant challenges to mining and extraction
operations (Zhang et al., 2022). Grouting solidification technology is currently an effective
approach to improving the structure and performance of coal-rock masses. This technology
involves injecting grout uniformly into cracks or voids under the influence of hydraulic or
pneumatic pressure. The grout permeates, fills, and fractures, expelling air and moisture
from the fractures in the coal-rock mass. Once the grout solidifies, the originally loose rock
mass or fractures consolidate into a cohesive, strong, waterproof, and chemically stable new
rock mass (Xie, 2021).

Fractured soft coal seams are a type of coal seam characterized by unique geological
features, with their cohesion coefficient (f-value) being less than 1. These coal seams typically
undergo compression and kneading during geological tectonic movements, resulting in
loose, soft, and friable coal bodies with a lower content of rock minerals. Consequently, they
exhibit reduced mechanical strength, compressive resistance, and a propensity for expansion
upon contact with water. The mechanical properties manifest as a higher Poisson’s ratio and
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lower Young’s modulus, making them prone to deformation,
collapse, susceptibility to external stress, and the potential
occurrence of geological phenomena such as folding and sliding
(Zhou et al., 2016). In coal mining, dealing with fractured soft coal
seams requires specialized engineering techniques to ensure the
stability and safety of the mine. Excavating and supporting these coal
seams necessitate a comprehensive consideration of their unique
properties. Additionally, fractured soft coal seams often contain
coalbed methane, making them prone to sudden occurrences of coal
and gas outbursts. This phenomenon, known as outburst, is
particularly evident during construction, drilling, and other
engineering operations in fractured soft coal seams. It can lead to
phenomena such as wall contraction, wall collapse, and even the
ejection of holes under gas pressure and dynamic excitations,
resulting in engineering accidents such as stuck drilling and
buried drilling (Guo et al., 2020). The unique properties of
fractured soft coal seams require the adoption of innovative
engineering methods and technologies to ensure the safety and
feasibility of mines and underground projects. Grouting
solidification technology plays a pivotal role in this field,
providing a reliable solution for the safe development of coal
seams and the extraction of coalbed methane. Its application can
be extended and adapted based on the specific conditions of different
coal mines (Li et al., 2021).

This article aims to delve into the principles, materials,
construction methods, and practical applications of the principles
of fragmented soft and deep coal seam grouting solidification
technology. Through a comprehensive discussion of this critical
technology, the intention is to provide a deeper understanding and
practical guidance for addressing challenges in the development of
coal seams. In the ever-changing energy and coal industry landscape,
grouting solidification technology will continue to play a crucial role
in ensuring the efficient development and sustainable utilization of
coal and coalbed methane resources.

2 Current Research Status of grouting
solidification agents

2.1 Requirements and classification of
solidification agents

Grouting solidification agents are a crucial component in
grouting technology, and the rational selection of these agents
plays a key role in the grouting process and the subsequent
reinforcement and modification effects. Grouting solidification
agents are formulated liquids composed of main agents, solvents,
and additives. Regardless of the specific formulation, each grouting
agent has unique applications based on factors such as particle size,
mechanical properties, chemical characteristics, construction
processes, and cost-effectiveness, making it impractical to satisfy
all grouting scenarios uniformly. The selection of grouting materials
should be based on the characteristics of the crushed soft coal seam,
the geological conditions of the actual construction target of the
crushed soft coal seam, the expected goals after grouting, injection
method requirements, density requirements, setting time and
viscosity, cost, hydrogeological conditions, and environment. The
comprehensive performance of the slurry material should be

considered based on influencing factors, and different slurries
should be selected to ensure the coal seam solidification effect.

Grouting solidification materials suitable for fractured soft coal
seams should meet the following requirements:

1) The grout should have good flowability, low viscosity, and good
injectability, capable of penetrating into fine cracks;

2) The grout’s gelation time should be controllable through
temperature, additives, and other methods;

3) The density of the grout should be similar to that of the fractured
soft coal seam being reinforced and modified;

4) The grout should be of low toxicity or non-toxic, odorless, and
environmentally non-polluting;

5) The grout should be easy to formulate, and the grouting process
should be straightforward;

6) The grout should exhibit good stability, maintaining its basic
properties for an extended period under normal temperature and
pressure;

7) The grout should not corrode grouting equipment or the coal
seam;

8) The consolidation formed by the injected grout into the coal
seam should have sufficient strength and stability, allowing for
extraction operations;

9) The grout should have a broad source, and its cost should be low.

According to the characteristics of grouting solidification agents,
as shown in Figure 1, these agents are mainly divided into two major
categories: inorganic grouting solidification agents and organic
grouting solidification agents. Inorganic grouting solidification
agents include clay-based, cement-based, water glass (sodium
silicate) based, cement-clay hybrid, and cement-water glass
hybrid agents. These agents are characterized by low cost and
easy availability. However, they have a slow curing time, and the
larger particle size of their grout reduces permeability, making it
challenging for the grout to penetrate into minute pores.
Additionally, the curing process is irreversible, causing significant
harm to coal seams. Organic grouting solidification agents,
including acrylamide-based, polyurethane-based, methyl
methacrylate-based, epoxy resin-based, and lignin-based agents,
exhibit better permeability, and their gelation time is adjustable.
However, the materials used in these agents are relatively more
expensive (Gen and g, 2019).

2.2 Inorganic grouting agents

2.2.1 Clay-based solidification slurry
The clay-based solidification slurry originally referred to a

grouting material formed by mixing clay with water in certain
proportions, representing the most primitive form of grouting
solidification material. With the development of grouting
solidification, engineers have modified clay slurry based on
different grouting requirements. This involves incorporating
additives such as water glass, cement, and solidification agents in
varying proportions, giving rise to a category known as clay-based
solidification slurry. Clay, with a composition that includes complex
components such as silicate minerals, forms dispersed clay particles
with negative charges when mixed with water. The edges of cracks in
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coal seams often carry a certain positive charge. When injected into
underground fissures, these clay particles undergo electrostatic
action, hydration reactions, and ion exchange, binding and
solidifying the cracks. However, the initial viscosity of the clay-
based slurry is relatively high, the injection range is limited, and the
strength of the consolidation formed after solidification is low,
making it less favorable for extraction operations (Zhang et al.,
1995).

2.2.2 Cement-based solidification slurry
Cement-based solidification slurry refers to a grouting

solidification material formed by mixing powdered rigid
inorganic solidifying materials (main components) with other
modifying materials (such as polyurethane, resins, styrene-
butadiene latex, fly ash, water glass, carbon nanotubes, etc.) in a
certain proportion with water. The silicate, aluminate, and ferric-
aluminate components in cement undergo a hydration reaction with
water, forming precipitates. These precipitates crystallize and fix the
free water in the system, filling the fissures in the coal seam,
ultimately forming a high-strength consolidated structure.
Cement-based solidification slurry has advantages such as high
strength of the consolidated structure, good deformation
resistance, strong water plugging ability, environmental
friendliness, cost-effectiveness, ease of construction, and wide
applicability. Consequently, it is currently the most widely used
and abundant grouting material. It can be used for water plugging
and well consolidation in coal seams. However, the initial viscosity

of cement-based solidification slurry is relatively high, making it
challenging to inject into fine cracks in coal seams (Ruan, 2005).

2.2.3 Sodium silicate-based solidification slurry
Sodium silicate-based slurry consists primarily of a sodium

silicate aqueous solution (water glass) as the main agent, with the
addition of coagulants (such as calcium chloride, sodium aluminate,
silicon tetrafluoride, and formaldehyde) to form a gel. Sodium
silicate slurry is an inorganic grouting material that has been
used relatively early in grouting technology. It is characterized by
its low cost, good penetrability, ease of construction, and
environmental friendliness. However, its mechanical strength is
relatively low, and it can be modified by mixing with cement
(Chao et al., 2016).

2.3 Organic-based solidification agents

2.3.1 Acrylamide-based solidification slurry
Acrylamide-based solidification slurry is generally composed of

crosslinking agents such as N, N′-methylenebisacrylamide,
initiators, reducers, retarding agents, and other components.
Acrylamide-based solidification agents initiate the chain reaction
by the initiator to form free radical active centers. Once the
monomer free radicals are formed, they undergo polymerization
with acrylamide monomers, leading to chain growth.
Simultaneously, the amide groups of acrylamide form hydrogen

FIGURE 1
Classification of grouting solidification agents (Gen and g, 2019).
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bonds with functional groups on the coal surface, such as hydroxyl
groups, bonding the coal particles. This process aims to improve the
mechanical properties of coal and rock. The initial viscosity of
acrylamide-based solidification slurry is adjustable, facilitating
pumping into formations with initially low permeability
(KAROL, 1990). Acrylamide-based slurry offers adjustable
gelation time, making it less susceptible to impurities’
interference. The permeability of the slurry remains consistent
during the grouting process. After solidification, the slurry
becomes impermeable, demonstrating good durability and
stability. The construction operation is straightforward, and the
cost is low (Feng, 2007), Therefore, it is applied in the grouting
reinforcement of tunnel support and coal mine excavation tunnels.

2.3.2 Polyurethane-based solidification slurry
Polyurethane-based solidification slurry is primarily composed

of polyisocyanate prepolymers, polyether polyols, and other catalytic
additives in specific proportions. Surfactants and other modifiers
can be added to achieve lower viscosity, ensuring the slurry’s
uniform dispersion in water. Consequently, it exhibits good
injectability and diffusion. Its strong bonding with coal makes it
easily diffusible, effectively consolidating a large area. After
solidification, it attains high compressive strength, demonstrating
stable physical and chemical properties. It can incorporate flame
retardants to prevent spontaneous combustion in coal bodies,
ensuring safe use in tunnel reinforcement, underground safety
reinforcement, roof reinforcement, and other safety-related
production activities. However, polyisocyanates have inherent
toxicity and corrosiveness, requiring careful handling and storage
(Hou et al., 2022).

2.3.3 Epoxy resin-based solidification slurry
Epoxy resin-based grouting materials are typically composed of

epoxy chloropropane, bisphenol A or polyols, curing agents,
modifiers, fillers, diluents, and other components. The viscosity
of epoxy resin is generally high, but it can be adjusted over a
wide range by adding diluents. After curing, epoxy resin forms a
highly cross-linked structure with low toughness and poor ductility,
making it suitable for subsequent fracturing construction. The most
commonly used type is bisphenol A epoxy resin, synthesized from
propylene oxide and epichlorohydrin, with epoxy groups at both
ends of the molecule. Common curing agents include amines and
anhydrides. This type of grouting material is widely used in crack
reinforcement and consolidation grouting of foundations and
concrete structures. However, it has some limitations. For certain
engineering applications, the bonding strength of such grouting
materials is susceptible to external factors. Additionally, the raw
materials are not widely available, mechanical properties need
improvement, it is relatively expensive, and it possesses toxicity,
all of which limit its application (Yang and Gao, 2000).

2.3.4 Melamine-formaldehyde resin-based
solidification slurry

Melamine-formaldehyde resin-based solidification slurry is
typically composed of urea, formaldehyde, a certain amount of
curing agent (mainly acid and acidic salts), and other modifiers
or a combination with other resins. It has a wide range of material
sources, low cost, low viscosity, and forms a consolidated structure

with high compressive strength after reaction. However, it tends to
be brittle with low toughness, making it prone to cracking, which is
advantageous for subsequent fracturing construction. On the
downside, its resistance to permeation is relatively poor. The
slurry contains a significant amount of formaldehyde, resulting in
an irritating odor during construction. This can pose a certain
carcinogenic risk to humans and lead to environmental and
groundwater pollution. Moreover, the acidic nature of the curing
agent can corrode grouting equipment and pipelines (Wang, 2011).

3 Current research status of grouting
solidification processes

3.1 Injection theory

In the practical implementation of grouting solidification
technology, the theory of grouting has undergone continuous
development. However, the engineering design parameters of
grouting solidification technology are often based on engineering
experience, and theoretical development lags behind practice,
making it challenging to provide guidance for the engineering
design of grouting solidification technology. Grouting theory is a
comprehensive application of interdisciplinary knowledge,
involving fluid mechanics, polymer chemistry, rock mechanics,
and other disciplines. Depending on the geological characteristics
and objectives of the construction site, the selection of grouting
parameters and materials may vary. Different grouting methods can
lead to different grouting effects (Wang et al., 2017). There are three
main injection theory models: Permeation Grouting Theory,
Compaction Grouting Theory, and Fracture Grouting Theory as
shown in Figure 2.

1) Permeation Grouting Theory

Assumptions of Permeation Grouting Theory: ①The injection
and diffusion of the slurry will not alter the fractures in the grouted
medium or affect the skeletal structure; ②The slurry is assumed to
be a continuous point or linear entity; ③The construction medium
is considered isotropic (Zhang, 2022). During the construction
process, the injected slurry permeates the construction medium,
filling internal voids or fractures without disrupting the internal
structure of the construction medium. After solidification, this
process effectively enhances the mechanical properties of the
construction medium. In the theory of permeation grouting, the
diffusion forms of the slurry mainly include spherical diffusion and
columnar diffusion (LI et al., 2016).

As shown in Figure 3, spherical diffusion is the radial spread of
grouting material from the injection point in all directions, forming
a spherical zone of influence around the injection point. It provides
relatively uniform coverage in all directions, effectively filling voids
and cracks around the injection point. Spherical diffusion is suitable
for applications that require a consistent and isotropic (equal in all
directions) distribution of injected material. Columnar diffusion
involves the axial spread of grouting material from injection points
arranged in a columnar distribution into a cylindrical zone of
influence within the construction media. This diffusion pattern
directs the spread more prominently in a specific direction,
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forming a cylindrical zone of influence. Columnar diffusion is
advantageous when targeting specific planes or directions (e.g.,
along tunnels or pipelines). It is applicable in situations where
material injection needs to be guided along a specific path, such
as tunnel excavation or creating barriers along particular geological
features (LI et al., 2016). The choice between spherical and columnar
diffusion depends on the specific requirements of the project,
including geological conditions, desired outcomes, and the need
for uniformity or directed applications.

(2) Compaction Grouting Theory

Compaction grouting theory involves continuously injecting a
large amount of grouting material with poor diffusivity into the
construction medium by increasing the injection pressure within a
certain range. As the grouting volume increases, the pressure
exerted by the slurry on the grouting medium steadily rises,
leading to compaction and consolidation without causing
fracturing damage. This process aims to strengthen the

FIGURE 2
Different types of injection theory models (Wang, 2017). (A) Permeation Grouting (B) Compaction Grouting (C) Fracture Grouting.

FIGURE 3
Schematic diagram of slurry infiltration and diffusion forms (LI et al., 2016). (A) Spherical diffusion (B) Columnar diffusion.
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construction medium and improve its resistance to permeation
(Zhan et al., 2010).

(3) Fracture Grouting Theory

Fracture grouting theory involves increasing the injection
pressure after compaction grouting until the slurry fractures and
creates cracks within the construction medium. This process aims to
increase the grouting volume, thereby using fracturing technology to
improve the actual range of grouting solidification. (Li et al., 2014).

3.2 Grouting technology

Grouting technology is a widely used geological engineering
method in various fields such as underground engineering,
construction, mining, and civil engineering. It involves injecting
specific liquids or slurries into underground rocks or soils to
improve their engineering properties, enhance geological stability,
control water inflow, reinforce foundations or rock layers, and
improve the mechanical properties of soils or rocks. Grouting
technology allows for in-situ reinforcement or modification of
the construction medium, enabling the construction medium
within the grouting range to be connected with the grouting
material to form a unified whole, achieving the purpose of
reinforcement or modification (Hu et al., 2022). The history of
grouting technology can be traced back to 1802 when French
engineers first used the method of manual pounding to inject
clay slurry into the walls of the port of Dieppe for reinforcement.
Subsequently, grouting technology continued to evolve, introducing
materials such as cement, water glass, polyurethane, and others,
becoming crucial for reinforcement and waterproofing in fields like
mining and construction. With the development of the chemical
industry, the diversity of grouting materials increased, expanding
the application scope of grouting technology and significantly
improving its effectiveness (Xiao et al., 2021).

Currently, grouting technology is widely applied in various
fields, including grouting in mine shafts, plugging water inrush
points, restoring flooded mines, grouting in shafts to block water in
aquifers or along water-bearing faults, curtain grouting for water
cutoff, reducing mine water inflow, bottom grouting for
solidification to prevent water inrush, and more (Chen, 2019). In
these applications, grouting technology has achieved favorable
results, providing reliable solutions for engineering safety and
stability.

3.3 Construction process

Grouting process is an essential part of grouting consolidation
technology, and it is matched with grouting materials to achieve
optimal grouting effects. When grouting, the construction
technology needs to be reasonably selected based on
comprehensive considerations such as the geological structural
conditions of the construction medium, the depth and scope of
grouting, the goals expected to be achieved after grouting,
environmental factors, and the project budget. Currently, the
grouting consolidation technology includes the following

processes: single-stage grouting consolidation process, multi-stage
grouting consolidation process, layered and staged grouting
consolidation process, and “concentric ring” grouting
consolidation process (YANG et al., 2022).

The single-stage grouting consolidation process involves drilling
holes into the construction medium to the required depth. Based on
the needed volume of grout, the entire range of reinforcement and
modification is achieved in one go by grouting through a single hole
(Zhou et al., 2010).

The multiple-stage grouting consolidation process involves
conducting additional grouting sessions immediately after the
first grouting session if the expected results are not achieved. The
second grouting session supplements the initial one, filling
unreinforced cracks and expanding the grouting area. If the
desired effect is still not achieved, a third grouting session can be
performed (Xu, 2017).

The staged grouting consolidation process involves injecting
grout in stages based on the permeation mechanism of the grouting
consolidation process, particularly the theory of spherical diffusion.
It includes grouting and consolidating the shallow areas of the
boreholes first. After effectively reinforcing the soft conditions in
the shallow area of the boreholes, additional boreholes are drilled,
and the process is repeated in multiple stages to reinforce large areas
of the construction medium (Zhang et al., 2018).

The “concentric ring” grouting consolidation process is designed
for situations where some fragmented coal layers are challenging to
support during drilling. Initially, a small-scale pre-consolidation is
performed on the boreholes, and then larger-diameter boreholes are
used for expanding and reinforcing specific sections. Finally, the
reinforced boreholes are employed to inject grout and consolidate
the construction medium (Zhang et al., 2019).

4 Methods for evaluating the grouting
solidification effect

After the completion of grouting solidification, it is essential to
conduct a comprehensive evaluation of the grouting effect.
Currently, the primary evaluation methods include analytical
methods, borehole inspection methods, and geophysical methods
(Wang et al., 2019).

The analytical method involves systematically organizing
construction information obtained during the grouting
solidification process, including grouting pressure, grouting
velocity, total grout volume, reinforcement volume, and water
inflow before and after grouting. Through the analysis and
comparison of these data with simulated numerical values, a
rational evaluation of the grouting solidification effect is
conducted (Pang, 2008).

The borehole inspection method involves drilling holes in the
deep-seated zones of grouting solidification during and after the
construction process. The evaluation is based on the difficulty of
drilling, water and sand inflow in the detection hole, filling status of
cracks in the borehole, and experimental measurements on samples
extracted. This comprehensive assessment helps judge the
effectiveness of grouting solidification (Shao, 2020).

The geophysical method involves measuring the resistivity and
electromagnetic characteristics of the construction media before and
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after grouting. Through comparative analysis, this method evaluates
the effectiveness of grouting solidification (Liu et al., 2022).

5 Conclusion

The grouting solidification of fragmented coal seams holds
significant importance for increasing production and ensuring
safety in the exploitation of coal and coalbed methane resources.
Currently, drawing insights from grouting technologies across
various industries, substantial research achievements have been
made in the grouting solidification techniques for fragmented
coal seams. The rational selection of grouting materials and
processes can be achieved by considering the specific geological
conditions of individual coal seams. However, challenges persist in
the current approach.

1) The classification of fragmented coal seams primarily relies on
the coal’s firmness coefficient. In the grouting solidification
process, the target medium for injection is predominantly the
fractures. Before undertaking grouting solidification for
fragmented coal seams, it is imperative to thoroughly consider
parameters such as coal-rock strength, joint parameters, coal
body integrity, crack width and length, as these factors have a
tangible impact on the actual effectiveness of grouting
solidification. This consideration provides a theoretical basis
for the selection of grouting solidification materials.

2) For grouting materials, a prolonged setting time and excellent
stability are required. Currently, existing grouting materials that
meet these requirements are characterized by high costs and the
potential to induce groundwater contamination and trigger coal
spontaneous combustion. Future grouting solutions should
primarily focus on the development of novel grouting materials
that are safe, environmentally friendly, and cost-effective,
addressing the shortcomings associated with the current options.

3) For the grouting process, it is essential to tailor the grouting
parameters to different crack widths. The selection of appropriate
grouting techniques should be based on the actual conditions,
gradually forming a comprehensive set of process standards.

4) The current evaluation of grouting effectiveness often relies on
qualitative and subjective assessments, lacking standardized,
quantitative, and easily operational criteria. In the future, the
evaluation of grouting effectiveness should introduce personalized
and quantitative standards, taking into account various factors such
as the nature of the target medium, distinct mechanical and joint
parameters within the same medium, and specific engineering
requirements. This approach aims to provide a more accurate
and systematic assessment of the grouting outcomes.
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